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GETTING STARTED

CHOOSING A PROFILE

Your Evil Controller comes with 20 customizable profiles that
can be saved for future use. They operate just like classes
in Call of Duty ® . Simply select the class (PROFILE) and assign
a perk (MOD).
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PS4

By default, the first 10 profiles have a rate of fire equal to that
of their profile number. For example, profile 5 = 5 shots per second.
Try them out and see how you like them. See SECTION 4:
ADVANCED MODS to learn how to tweak these defaults.
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PAIRING/CHARGING

INSTRUCTION MANUAL

LIGHT BAR VISUAL

TRIGGER SWITCH

To Pair: Power the PS4 ™
system on and connect the
controller with a USB cable.

Button combos will trigger
the light bar to provide
visual feedback.

Switch default triggers from
L2/R2 to L1/R1.

To Charge: Connect the
controller to the system
with a USB cable. The
system must be turned
on or in standby mode.

The light bar will pulse in a
heartbeat pattern when the
Master Mod is activated.

(OPTIONAL)

SELECT A PROFILE
Tap

HOW-TO VIDEOS ON
TINYURL.COM/EVIL-INSTRUCTIONS
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HOLD

Select a profile and enter the following button combos to
activate the mods of your choice. Test in a private match.
Note: If using TRIGGER SWITCH, the following combos that
reference L2/R2 will be activated by L1/R1.

HOLD

PROFILE #
Hold for 2 seconds.

Trigger Switch must be
activated while in a slot.

HOLD

HOLD

Return to default triggers
by replacing R1 with R2
in button combo above.

A depleted charge may
affect performance.

ADDING MODS

HOLD

(profile #) of times to choose a desired profile.

AKIMBO RAPID FIRE

TACTICAL RAPID FIRE

Increase the rate of fire on both triggers while dual wielding.

Toggle Rapid Fire on/off. Useful when primary and secondary
weapons have different fire rates.
1

HOLD

Activate mod. Pressing
to swap weapons will
also toggle Rapid Fire on/off.

TAP

HOLD

AUTO SCOPE/ AUTO RUN
TAP

HOLD

RAPID FIRE

2

Increase the rate of fire of semi-automatics weapons.

To enable Auto Run, tap LS while moving.
HOLD

PULL

Toggle Rapid Fire on/off without switching weapons.

CLICK

HOLD

DROP SHOT

DOUBLE TAP

3

Return to standard Rapid Fire.

Allows you to drop as you fire.
LEFT TRIGGER RAPID FIRE
Increase the rate of fire of semi-automatics weapons
equipped on your left trigger.

Default Button Layout: Press
to stand up and keep Drop Shot
active. Press
to stand up and deactivate Drop Shot.
to stand up and keep Drop Shot
Tactical Button Layout: Press
active. Press RS to stand up and deactivate Drop Shot.

HOLD

PULL

AUTO SPOT Battlefield 4 ®
Automatically spot an enemy if they appear on screen.

HOLD

DEFAULT

PULL

TACTICAL

OR

HOLD
HOLD

TAP

HOLD

CLICK

CLICK
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FAST RELOAD Call of Duty: Ghosts®

ADVANCED MODS

Reload weapons very quickly. It functions like the Sleight
of Hand perk, but does not animate in a similar manner.
Because weapons reload at different rates, Fast Reload
must be programmed and adjusted accordingly.

ADJUSTABLE RAPID FIRE

PROFILE FE AT URE S

CHECK PROFILE #
Check current profile number. LED will blink # to indicate profile.

Create a preferred rate of fire for any weapon.
Features 15,000 speed increments.
HOLD

Hold for 2 seconds.
HOLD
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TAP

HOLD

HOLD

HOLD

Increase rate of fire.

TAP to increase by one step.
HOLD to increase continuously.

Decrease rate of fire.
Lock rate of fire.

It’s possible for the rate of fire to be so fast that it doesn’t
register in-game. Slowing automatic weapons

1

Equip your gun of choice.

2

Fire off a few rounds.

3

Press and hold

4

Release

5

Fire off a few more rounds.

6

Test the reload by tapping

7

Hold R2 after tapping and your gun will immediately
fire once the Fast Reload is complete. The animation may
appear “glitchy”, but that’s just the mod cutting away
the unnecessary animation.

TOGGLE PROFILES ON/OFF
Quickly return controller to stock functionality.

to reload.

when the bullet counter shows a full magazine.

Note: Holding

HOLD

HOLD

.
LOCK MODS
Prevent mods from being turned on/off during gameplay.
Hold for 3 seconds. When light bar flashes, release.

will restart the programming process.

TOO FAST

HOLD

CLICK & HOLD

HOLD

EVIL RAPID FIRE INCREMENTS

Weapon stutters / won’t fire

GOAL

PERFECT

JITTER MOD (AUTO BURST) Call of Duty: MWR (M16A4)

CLEAR ALL

Enter a profile then,

Clear all functions in current profile.

Ideal fire rate for selected weapon
HOLD

TOO SLOW
Weapon fires too slowly

TAP

Activating jitter will disable Rapid Fire. Repeat function
to disable jitter and reactivate Rapid Fire.

HOLD

HOLD

MASTER RESET
Revert the controller’s firmware to factory settings. Do not
perform this operation unless you want to overwrite all of your
customized profiles. This action cannot be undone.
Note: Mods must be toggled off in order to perform
Master Reset.
Hold for 10 seconds.

HOLD

HOLD

HOLD

.

